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Conceptual Blending GroupPhysical scenario

block
spring

spinning
back-and-forth

platform

Interpreted Sketch

+ meaning
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Physics conventions

R is +dir

Start with +pos
Center is origin

mass

Physics conventions

spring
extension, compression

spring

rest length

spring constant
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Body Parts

moving
pointing

Embodied Springs

midline is equilibrium
fist is mass

pointer is direction

Physics concepts

force

displacement

velocity

Enhanced Embodied Springs

midline is equilibrium
fist is mass

pointer is direction

force is pushes and pulls
displacement is 

distance from midline

Mathy Formalism

coordinates
sign of terms
sum of terms

F=kx

Free Body Diagram

Force direction

force is leftwards
when mass is on 

positive side

Force is negative

F=-kx

I'm going to put the mass 
over here... to make the 
sign make more sense.

this [left] spring is going to pull 
this way (moves left fist leftward)

If m goes this way (fist moves rightwards) then 
we have a +x displacement...this [-kx] is negative, 
that [the force from the left spring] points that 

way [leftwards], that makes sense.

Ok. I’m happy now.

“If you have a platform which rotates, and on the platform is a 
mass on a spring...The mass is constrained in the frame of 

the platform so that it can only go back and forth... 
Does the mass undergo simple harmonic motion?”

“Zeke” works through this problem during an oral exam 
for Intermediate Mechanics.  Zeke is unusually verbose 
in his reasoning, but his effort and reasoning patterns 

are typical of students in his class.

Only the first 3m45s after the prompt are shown.1:00
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Effortful blending is hard and time-consuming.

Effortless blending is 
fast and ubiquitous.

Mirror

The right spring is 
like the left spring.

Both forces are negative

F=-kx-kx

We've got a positive x (left fist on right side), this 
[equation for right spring] is negative (right finger points 

leftward) and [force] points that way.  Makes sense.
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curvy arrows
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